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The conditions under which pressure~stress! variations on solids, containing charged defects, can
lead to the emission of transient electric signals, are discussed. The resulting electric fieldE varies
as 1/d3 ~where d denotes the distance from the emitting source!, in the simple case when the
surrounding medium is homogeneous and isotropic. We show that this behavior changes to 1/d
when studying the electric field within a cylindrical channel of radiusR and infinite length having
conductivity appreciably larger than that of the host medium; this holds up to a certain~reduced!
distanced/R, which increases versus the conductivity ratio. We also investigate the variation of the
electric field, versus the distance, inside a layer of widthw and infinite extent having conductivity
appreciably larger than that of the host medium; we then find that the electric field decreases as 1/d2,
in a wide range of distances up to a certain value ofd/w, which is controlled by the conductivity
ratio. In both conductive paths, i.e., cylinder and layer, the electric field approaches the 1/d3

behavior, but only at very large values ofd/R andd/w, respectively, reaching the value that would
be measured if the host medium was solely present. This implies a high current density inside the
path. The case, when the highly conductive path terminates within the host medium, is also
discussed; it is found that the ‘‘edge effects’’ play a prominent role in electric field values measured
within the host medium, but close to the outcrop of the path. It is shown that a simplified calculation
could erroneously obtain electric field values that are several orders of magnitude smaller than those
calculated in this article. As an example, the transmission of low frequency electric signals in the
earth is discussed. It is concluded that charged-defect generation mechanisms lead to electric field
values that are measurable at large distances. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The variation of the~hydrostatic! pressure (P) affects
the formation Gibbs free energy (gf) as well as the migration
Gibbs free energy (gm) of defects in solids. The defect vo
umes for the formation process (y f) and migration process
(ym) are defined as:1 y f5(dgf /dP)T , ym5(dgm/dP)T ,
whereT denotes the temperature. In experiments that invo
both formation and migration of defects, the results are
scribed in terms of an activation Gibbs free energygact,
which is associated with an activation volumeyact

5(dgact/dP)T . Lazarus and co-workers2 published a series
of pioneering experiments studying the influence of press
on ionic conductivity and on diffusion coefficients in variou
materials. In most materialsyact was found to be positive, bu
negative values have been also reported, e.g., in B4-AgI~A
tentative explanation of the latter experimental result w
discussed in Ref. 3!. Negativeyact has been also found in
water, as well as in some polymers~containing water!, in
which the electrical conductivity—in a certain region—
controlled more by the water than by the polymer.4

Defects in solids are associated with polarization~or de-
polarization! effects.5–7 In ionic crystals, point defects ma
carry an effective electric charge~e.g., in NaCl the crysta
contains Schottky defects: cation vacancies with effec
charge2e and anion vacancies with effective charge1e;
on the other hand, in AgCl and AgBr, the native therma
produced defect is the cation Frenkel defect: interstitial sil

a!Electronic mail: pvaro@leon.nrcps.ariadne-t.gr
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ions with effective charge1e are compensated by catio
vacancies!. In the deep interior of a pure and otherwise pe
fect crystal, the two components of the appropriate def
pair have equal concentrations and the net charge dens
zero. This, however, does not hold near any atomic confi
rations which can act as a source and sink for the individ
components of the defect pair6 ~e.g., the jogs on edge dislo
cations and kinks on the steps of surfaces—each have
exposed and partially uncompensated ion, with an effec
charge of6e/2—act as point defect sources and sinks!. This
leads, at steady state, to an ionic surface charge, com
sated by a space charge of opposite sign, which refl
strong electric field values reaching 106 V/cm near the
surface6 and plays an important role in the mass transpor
ionic crystals. Similar electrical charge effects occur on d
locations; this line of charge is compensated by a cylind
cally symmetric space charge, centered along the disloca
and consisting of point defects—e.g., vacancies and
erovalent impurity ions—with an effective charge of sig
opposite of that on the dislocation core.6 Aliovalent impuri-
ties play an important role in the ‘‘extrinsic’’~low tempera-
ture! range. For example, the presence ofM21 impurities in
a crystalA1B2 introduces an equivalent number of catio
vacancies, in order to maintain charge neutrality in the bu
A portion of these cation vacancies~negative effective
charge! are attracted by the divalent cations and form elec
dipoles that can change their orientation in space. For s
plicity, we may assume that this change of orientation can
achieved only through jumps of the neighboring cations i
8/83(1)/60/11/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the cation vacancies, which are usually called ‘‘bound’’ c
ion vacancies; this bound (b) cation vacancy motion require
a migration Gibbs free energygm,b, which corresponds to a
migration volumeym,b5(dgm,b/dP)T . The ~re!orientation
of these dipoles greatly affects the~low frequency! dielectric
constant and leads to the emission of transient~de!polariza-
tion currents.1 Furthermore, the presence ofM 12 could
greatly change the surface charge and/or the meas
charge of dislocations.6

A pressure~stress! change of an ionic solid induces
time variation of the aforementioned polarization, thus le
ing to an emission of a transient electric signal~this is dis-
cussed in Sec. II!. When this emitting solid is surrounded b
a medium of conductivitys8, the question arises whether th
signal can be observed at large distances, i.e., at dista
several times larger than the dimensions of the emitt
source. Of special interest, for practical applications, is
case when the emitting source lies at a small distance fro
‘‘path’’ of unknown geometry, which has a conductivitys
orders of magnitude larger than the conductivitys8 of the
surrounding medium. The study of this case is the main g
of the present article. We first simplify the real situatio
assuming that an emitting dipole lies inside the conduc
‘‘path,’’ and we solve two boundary value problems:

~a! a cylindrical channel of radiusR and infinite length,
lying inside a more resistive medium~Sec. III!, and

~b! a conductive layer—of infinite extent but with a certa
width w—embedded in a more resistive medium~Sec.
IV !.

The decrease of the electric field is studied at various~re-
duced! distancesd/R andd/w, respectively, for various con
ductivity ratioss/s8. The study is then extended~Sec. V! to
the more realistic case when the emitting dipole liesoutside
the conductive path. In Sec. VI, we discuss the conseque
of the high conductivity path terminating within the ho
mediums8; we conclude that for large conductivity ratio
the ‘‘edge effects’’ play a major role, thus leading to hig
values of the electric field, when it is measured in the h
medium but close to the outcrop of the conductive path.

II. PRESSURE „STRESS… STIMULATED CURRENTS
„VOLTAGES …

A solid containing electric dipoles, due to defects, c
emit ‘‘pressure stimulated currents’’~PSCs!, under isother-
mal conditions, as a result of either increasing or decrea
pressure.1 They can be classified into two categories: ‘‘pre
sure stimulated polarization currents’’~PSPCs!, or ‘‘pressure
stimulated depolarisation currents’’~PSDC!. PSPC refers to
the polarization that arises, under agradualvariation of pres-
sure~pressure increase, if the migration volumeym,b is nega-
tive, or pressure decrease, ifym,b.0!; when the relaxation
time ~t! becomes sufficiently small, the electric dipoles ali
from an initially random orientation into the direction of th
continuously acting external or internal electric field. In t
PSDC category, the solid is initially brought into a ful
polarized state, under the action of an external field fo
time appreciably larger than the relaxation time; ifym,b.0,
the pressure is increased to a final valuePf , thus increasing
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 1, 1 January 1998
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t so that the dipoles are practically immobilized and t
electric field is then switched off; the pressure is then gra
ally decreased and a depolarization current densityj is lib-
erated, the absolute value of which reaches a maximumj M at
a certain pressurePM . If ym,b,0 the depolarization current
are emitted upon increasing pressure.

A general condition for the appearance of the maxim
in the absolute value of the current densityj can be derived
as follows:

Assuming the operation of a single relaxation time, t
current densityj is given by

j 52
dP

dt
5

P~ t !2PE

t~ t !

whereP(t) is the polarization each time, andPE the iso-
thermal saturation of polarization~cf. PE50 for PSDC, Ref.
7!. This relation can be also written as:j t(t)5P(t)2PE

which by differentiating with respect to time forT
5constant gives

j
dt

dt
1t

d j

dt
52

d@P~ t !2PE#

dt
.

For free-rotating dipoles, according to Langevin theory,
may write PE5m2NDEloc/3kT, wherem is the dipole mo-
ment,ND is the dipole concentration, andEloc the local elec-
tric field. In materials for whichEloc varies only slightly with
pressure,8 ~and if m, ND are assumed independent ofP! the
quantitydPE /dt can be disregarded, at least in the press
region when2dP(t)/dt starts to become significant, an
hence the previous relation turns to:

j
dt

dt
1t

d j

dt
52 j .

The maximum valuej M occurs whend j /dtu j 5 j M50, and
hence we find

dt

dtU
j 5 j M

521.

This is the condition for the appearance of a maximum in
absolute value of PSC. It is exact for PSDC~because, in the
above derivation,PE50!,7 but also holds for PSPC as lon
as the pressure variation ofPE is insignificant.

The above relation, for any form of the pressure rate

b[
dP

dt U
T

,

can be alternatively written as:

dP

dt U
T

dt

dPU
j 5 j M

521 or b
dt

dPU
j 5 j M

521

which, after considering that1,7

]t

]PU
T

5
ym,b

kT

becomes:
61Varotsos et al.
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1

t~PM !
,

wheret(PM) denotes the relaxation time at the pressure
which j M is detected. This relation holds either for PSPC
PSDC, without assuming that the pressure rateb is constant.

Thus, in a previously polarized solid, which contai
electric dipoles due to defects, a transient depolariza
electric signal is emitted in the absence of any external e
tric field. It maximizes when agradual pressure variation
decreases the relaxation time with a rate obeying the rela
bym,bt52kT. Similarly, if the solid is not initially polar-
ized, a transient polarization electric signal is emitted, un
the action of an~external or internal! electric field, which
maximizes whenbym,bt52kT.

Slifkin9 suggested the following mechanism for the pr
duction of electric dipoles uponabrupt stress variation in
materials with significant concentrations of impurities. Su
is the case of geophysically interesting materials~as silicates,
oxides, and the like! because lattice vacancies and aliovale
impurity ions carry effective charges. The space cha
around an electrically charged edge dislocation cons
largely of aliovalent ions. These ions will,in general, be su
stantially less mobile than dislocation segments bowed
between pinning points. Hence, at anabruptchange in stress
the bowed dislocation loops will quickly respond~cf. the
dislocation loops between the pinning points respond to
plied shear stresses much as if they were non-Hookean
tic bands!, leaving the space charge distribution unrelax
the center of the space charge no longer coincides with
line of the dislocation, and hence an electric dipole is p
duced. The stress-induced dipole moment lies in the
plane and is oriented perpendicular to the dislocation li
Slifkin9 then proceeded to a numerical estimate of the~total!
electric dipole moment for a horizontal block 100 m thi
and 1000 m wide on the other two sides, that has been fo
about a horizontal axis perpendicular to one of the end fa
Assuming that the angle through which the block has b
bent is 1° and that the density of the excess dislocations~i.e.,
new edge dislocations, all of the same mechanical sign
order to achieve the aforementioned bending! is around 4
3107/m2, which probably greatly underestimates9 the dislo-
cation densities in naturally occurring rocks, Slifkin found
dipole moment of around 831024 C m, after first estimating
that the stress-induced dipole moment per unit length of
location is 2310219 C m/m; in other words, Slifkin based
his estimation on the relation:~stress induced dipole momen
of a block! 5 ~stress induced dipole moment per unit leng
of dislocation! 3 ~density of the excess dislocations! 3
~cross-sectional area! 3 ~length of the dipole!

In this example Slifkin9 found an electric field valueE
of 731026 V/m at a distance of 10 km from the dipole b
assuming a 1/d3 decrease. In the following sections, we co
sider the transmission of these signals over large distance
probable mechanism for such a transmission was rece
suggested by Lazarus.10
62 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 1, 1 January 1998
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III. CONDUCTIVE CYLINDER INSIDE A MEDIUM WITH
SMALLER CONDUCTIVITY

A. Point source of current at the center of a cylinder

Let us suppose that the point current~monopole! source
I is located at the origin~0,0,0! of a cylindrical system
(r,w,z) of coordinates. Further, consider a conductive c
inder, of conductivitys, with radiusR and its axis along the
z axis, that lies in the regionr,R. The remaining space is
medium with smaller conductivitys8, i.e.,s8,s. The elec-
trostatic potentialw is composed of two parts: the primar
partwp, that is the~singular at the origin! potential of a point
current source inside a full space of conductivitys, and a
secondary partws, that is due to the existence of the cylin
der. The primary potential has to solve the Poisson’s eq
tion ¹2wp5I /s d(r ), so it has the formwp5I /@4ps(r2

1z2)1/2#, and can be written as

wp5I /~2p2sR!E
0

`

K0~jr/R!cos~jz/R!dj,

since11 *0
`K0(lr)cos(lz)dl5p/@2(r21z2)1/2#.

Inside ~IN! the cylinder the solution involves the singu
lar part wp, that describes the point current source, and
secondary partws expressed in terms of the well-behaving
the origin modified Bessel function of the first kind12

I 0(jr/R)

w IN5wp1ws5I /~2p2sR!

3E
0

`

@K0~jr/R!

1A~j!I 0~jr/R!#cos~jz/R!dj. ~1!

Outside~OUT! the cylinder, the potential involves only th
well-behaving at infinity modified Bessel function of the se
ond kindK0(jr/R):

wOUT5I /~2p2sR!E
0

`

B~j!K0~jr/R!cos~jz/R!dj. ~2!

The unknown functionsA(j) andB(j) are to be deter-
mined from the boundary conditions for the electric fieldE
52gradw on the surface of the cylinderr5R:

EzIN~z,R!5EzOUT~z,R!, ~3!

sErIN~z,R!5s8ErOUT~z,R!. ~4!

Equation~3! implies

K0~j!1A~j!I 0~j!5B~j!K0~j! ~5!

and Eq.~4!, sinceK08(x)52K1(x) and I 08(x)5I 1(x), leads
to:

sK1~j!2sA~j!I 1~j!5s8B~j!K1(j). ~6!

A combination of Eqs.~5! and ~6! gives:

A~j!5~s2s8!K1~j!K0~j!/

@sI 1~j!K0~j!1s8I 0~j!K1~j!# ~7!

and

B~j!511A~j!I 0~j!/K0~j!. ~8!
Varotsos et al.
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By inserting Eqs.~7! and ~8! into Eqs.~1! and ~2!, respec-
tively, we find the electrostatic potential inside and outs
the cylinder.

B. Dipole current source

We consider the case of a dipole current sourcep5I l ,
located at the origin. We first recall the general expressi

wdipole52p•gradwmonopole/I ~9!

and then, using the expressions~1! and~2! for the monopole
potential, we can obtain the electrostatic potential for a
polarization of the dipole.

For a dipole,upu5I l , along thez axis, and for points
inside the cylinder (r,R), we obtain:

w IN~r,z!5I l /~2p2sR2!E
0

`

@K0~jr/R!

1A~j!I 0~jr/R!#j sin~jz/R!dj, ~10!

while, for points outside the cylinder (r.R), we have:

wOUT~r,z!5I l /~2p2sR2!E
0

`

K0~jr/R!

3@11A~j!I 0~j!/K0~j!#j sin~jz/R!dj.

~11!

Figure 1 depicts the electric fieldEz along the axis of the
cylinder at r50 ~labeledEinside! versus the distanced5z
from the dipole. The ratio of this field to that for a full spac
of conductivity s8 ~labeledEhost! is shown in Fig. 2. For a
given conductivity ratio, the ratioEinside/Ehost reaches a
maximum value, larger than unity, at a certain~critical! re-
duced distance—defined as (d/R)crit—and then decrease
approaching unity at appreciably larger distances. If we

FIG. 1. The electric fieldEinside vs the~reduced! distanced/R generated by
a current dipole lying inside a conductive cylinder~of radiusR and conduc-
tivity s! of infinite length embedded in a medium~host! with conductivity
s8 (s.s8). The curves correspond to the same dipole moment of
emitting source and to the conductivity ratios:s/s854000/1, 1000/1,
4000/10, and 200/1, respectively.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 1, 1 January 1998
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call thatEhost varies with distance as 1/d3, we can conclude
that when studying ~reduced! distances smaller than
(d/R)crit , the electric fieldEinside decreases~versus distance!
at a rate slower than 1/d3. At distancesappreciably larger
than (d/R)crit , the field Einside varies as 1/d3 approaching
Ehost.

The limiting values of the ratioEinside/Ehost, as d/R
tends to 0 or to infinity, can be easily found using the e
pression~10!. As d/R tends to 0, only the first term of the
integral is singular drivingEinside/Ehost towardss8/s. As
d/R tends to infinity, the main contribution of the secon
term in the integral comes fromj around 0, whereA(j) is
approximately (s2s8)K0(j)/s8, so that the ratio
Einside/Ehost tends to (s8/s)@11(s2s8)/s8#51. At inter-
mediate distances, the study of this ratio can be performe
follows: Eq. ~10! leads to

Einside/Ehost5~s8/s!F112/p~d/R!3

3E
0

`

A~j!j2/2 cos~jd/R!djG . ~12!

We first investigate the cases850, which corresponds to
A(j)5K1(j)/I 1(j). The functionK1(j)j2/@2I 1(j)#, that is
to be cosine-transformed according to Eq.~12!, tends to 1 as
j tends to 0, and drops off exponentially to 0 asj tends to
infinity, thus, it can be considered as composed of two pa
a first part, that is an almost constant functionf 1(j) of finite
support from 0 toj0 , and of a second partf 2(j), that is an
exponentially decreasing tail. The most significant part of
cosine transform,13 for large values ofd/R, comes from
f 1(j) and is inversely proportional tod/R. Therefore, for
s850, the ratioEinside/Ehost is proportional to (d/R)2, thus
leading to a 1/d behavior for the electric field inside th
channel.

e

FIG. 2. The ratioEinside/Ehost vs the reduced distanced/R from a current
dipole lying inside a conductive cylinder~of radiusR and conductivitys! of
infinite length embedded in a medium~host! with conductivity s8 (s
.s8). The curves correspond to the conductivity ratios:s/s854000/1,
1000/1, 4000/10, and 200/1, respectively.
63Varotsos et al.
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We now examine the case whens8 is nonzero,
but s8/s!1; we then find that approximatelyA(j)
'@K1(j)/I 1(j)#jI 1(j)K0(j)/@jI 1(j)K0(j)1s8/s#; the
function jI 1(j)K0(j) is an increasing function ofj that
ranges from 0 to 1/2 at infinity, and hence the functi
G(j)5jI 1(j)K0(j)/@jI 1(j)K0(j)1s8/s#, which modu-
lates the previous integral, is an almost constant function
steps from 0 to 1 asj passes throughj1 : j1I 1(j1)K0(j1)
5s8/s. In order to achieve the most significant contributi
of this modulation to the previous integral, we can simul
G(j) by the functionQ(j2j1), whereQ(x) is the Heavi-
side unit step function; that isQ(x)50 if x,0, andQ(x)
51 if x.0. The cosine transform, for large values ofd/R, is
then mainly dependent on the term: sin(j1 d/R)/(d/R) and
hence the ratioEinside/Ehost varies as (d/R)2 sin(j1 d/R). Us-
ing this dependence of the ratio ond/R to estimate the in-
flection point (d/R) infl of the curves in Fig. 1, we find that i
is approximately equal to 1.52/j1 ; note that (d/R)crit exceeds
(d/R) infl by a factor of around 2.5.

Summarizing, one can state that, for values smaller t
(d/R) infl , the electric field inside the cylinder varies almo
as 1/d. For conductivity ratioss/s854000/1, 1000/1,
4000/10, and 200/1, used in Fig. 1, the corresponding va
of (d/R) infl are 147, 67, 40, 26, and (d/R)crit5351, 161, 101,
and 71, respectively.

IV. CONDUCTIVE LAYER INSIDE A MEDIUM WITH
SMALLER CONDUCTIVITY

A. Current dipole source inside the layer

Consider a conductive layer, with conductivitys ~and
infinite extent!, that is parallel to thexz plane of the cartesian
systemx5(x,y,z). We assume that this layer has a widthw,
e.g., the layer extends fromy52w/2 to w/2, and that the
conductivity of the surrounding medium iss8. For compari-
son purposes with the results of the previous paragraph
consider an electric current dipole sourceI l parallel to the
surfaces of the layer located at the origin. The electrost
potential inside the layer can be determined by the metho
images:

w2DIN~x!5 l F I–x/~4psuxu3!

1( K unu
12I–xn /~4psuxnu3!G , ~13!

where the summation is performed for all positive and ne
tive integersn; the Kelvin reflection coefficient isK125(s
2s8)/(s1s8), and xn5x1nw, where w is a vector of
magnitudew directed along they axis.

For the electric field inside the layer, Eq.~13! leads to:

E2DIN~x!5 l H [3(I–x…x2I uxu2]/(4psuxz5)

1( K unu
12[3~ I–xn…xn2I zxnz2#/~4psuxnz5!J .

~14!
64 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 1, 1 January 1998
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Considering, as previously, the electric field along the dir
tion of the dipole, we plot in Fig. 3 the electric field insid
the layer~labeledEinside! at y50 versus the distanced5uxu
from the dipole. The ratio of this field to that for a fu
volume of conductivitys8 ~labeledEhost! is shown in Fig. 4.
It is smaller than unity but increases with distance, thus
flecting a decrease ofEinsideslowerthan 1/d3; approximating
Einside/Ehost}d/w, which holds only for a certain part~see
below! of the curves depicted in Fig. 4, we find thatEinside

}1/d2.

FIG. 3. The electric fieldEinside vs the~reduced! distanced/w generated by
a current dipole lying inside a conductive layer~of width w, infinite extent
and conductivitys! which is embedded in a medium~host! with conductiv-
ity s8 (s.s8). The curves correspond to the same dipole moment of
emitting source and to the conductivity ratios:s/s854000/1, 1000/1,
4000/10, and 200/1, respectively.

FIG. 4. The ratioEinside/Ehost vs the reduced distanced/w from a current
dipole lying inside a conductive layer of infinite extent~width w, conduc-
tivity s!, which is embedded in a medium~host! with conductivity s8 (s
.s8). The curves correspond to the conductivity ratios:s/s854000/1,
1000/1, 4000/10, and 200/1, respectively.
Varotsos et al.
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We now proceed to a more detailed inspection of
ratio Einside/Ehost. It approachess8/s, when d/w tends to
zero, as it can be seen from the first term of the expres
~14!. If d/w tends to infinity, the second term is dominat
by the decreasing geometrical progression$i.e., in this case
the term @3(I–xn)xn2I uxnu2#/(4psuxnu5) almost equals
@3(I–x)x2I uxu2#/(4psuxu5) for moderate values ofn%; Eq.
~14! then indicates that the ratioEinside/Ehost tends to
(s8/s)@112K12/(12K12)#51, as expected. For a certa
domain of thed/w parameter, the ratioEinside/Ehost is pro-
portional tod/w, as mentioned above. This domain can
estimated by utilizing the general expression for the poten

w5I l cos~u!/~4psd2!E
0

`

jJ1~j!/R0~j!dj,

where for points inside the layer

1/R0~j!5$11~s8/s!tanh@jw/~2d!#%/

$~s8/s!1tanh@jw/~2d!#%. ~15!

For small values of (s8/s)!1 and ford.w/2, we approxi-
mate 1/R0(j) in the integral by 1/@(s8/s)1jw/(2d)#; the
corresponding integral is then given in closed form:14

E
0

`

jJ1~j!/@~s8/s!1jw/~2d!#dj

52p~d/w!2~s8/s!$N21@~2ds8!/~ws!#

2H21@~2ds8!/~ws!#%, ~16!

whereH21 , N21 are the Struve and Neumann functions
order21. From Eqs.~15! and ~16!, and the asymptotic ex
pression for the Struve and Neumann function~at small val-
ues of their arguments!, we find that the deviation of the rati
Einside/Ehost from the linear dependence issignificant only
for values ofd/w.(1/e)(s/s8). Obviously, in the cases8
50, this linear behavior holds for arbitrarily large values
d/R, resulting to a 1/d2 behavior for the electric field inside
the layer.

In summary, we can state that, for very large conduc
ity ratios, i.e.,s/s8@1, the electric field inside the laye
varies as 1/d2, for distances larger than the width of the lay
but smaller than (1/e)(s/s8)w.

When comparing Figs. 2 and 4 we conclude, as
pected, that the electric fieldE2D inside a conductive layer is
smaller thanE1D inside a conductive cylinder~see Fig. 5!.
For a given conductivity ratio, the ratioE1D /E2D reaches a
maximum, at a certain distance, but it approaches unity
appreciably larger distances.

V. CURRENT DIPOLE SOURCE OUTSIDE A
CONDUCTIVE PATH

We explain below how the previous calculations, d
scribed in Secs. III and IV, are carried out when the~point!
dipole emitting source lies at a distanceD from the conduc-
tive path.

We start with aconductive cylinderof infinite length.
The dipole current sourceI l is located at the poin
(r0 ,w0 ,Z0)5(D,0,0), of the cylindrical coordinate system
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 1, 1 January 1998
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outside the cylinder (D.R) and parallel to its axis. In this
case, the expression that was used for the expansion o
Green’s function into modified Bessel functions, should
replaced by the following more general expression, wh
holds for r,r0 ~see Ref. 14, Eq. 8.530.2, p. 979 and E
6.671.14, p. 732!

wp5I /$4ps8@r21r0
222rr0 cos~w!1z2#1/2%

5I /~2p2s8R!( em cos~mw!

3E
0

`

I m~jr/R!Km~jr0 /R!cos~jz/R!dj,

where the summation is over all non-negative integers
e051 and em52, otherwise. For the secondary fields, w
use, as in Sec. III, combinations ofI m and Km for points
inside and outside the cylinder, respectively. Utilizing t
above expression and the boundary conditions, i.e., Eqs~3!
and ~4!, we obtain:

w IN5I l /~2p2s8R2!( em cos~mw!

3E
0

`

jI m~jr/R!Am~j!sin~jz/R!dj,

and

wOUT5I l /~2p2s8R2!S zR2/@r21D222rD cos~w!

1z2#3/21( em cos~mw!E
0

`

jKm~jr/R!

3Bm~j!sin~jz/R!dj D ,

where

FIG. 5. The ratioE1D /E2D ~i.e., the ratio of the electric field inside a
conductive cylinder, of infinite length and radiusR, to the electric field
inside a conductive layer of widthw5R and infinite extent! vs the reduced
distanced/R from a current dipole. The curves correspond to the cond
tivity ratios: s/s854000/1, 1000/1, 4000/10, and 200/1, respectively.
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Am~j!5~1/j!Km~jD/R!/@ I m~j!Km8 ~j!

2~s/s8!I m8 ~j!Km~j!#

and

Bm~j!5@ I m~j!/Km~j!#@Am~j!2Km~jD/R!#.

We now turn to aconductive layerof infinite extent. The
dipole current sourceI l is parallel to thez axis and is located
at the point (x0 ,y0 ,z0)5(0,D,0) of the Cartesian system
The potential at the (x,0,z) plane can be easily found b
using the method of images

w~x,0,z!5I l /@4p~s1s8!#H z/~x21z21D2!3/2

12( @~s2s8!/~s1s8!#nz/

@x21z21~D1nw!2#3/2J ,

where the summation is over all positive integers.
Examples of the aforementioned calculations are

picted in Figs. 6–9, which will be discussed in the ne
section.

VI. DISCUSSION

Figures 2 and 4 show that, for large conductivity ratio
e.g.,s/s8'1000/1 to 4000/10, and for distances of practic
interest, i.e.,d/R ~or d/w! '1 to 103, when measuring the
electric field inside the conductive path~cylinder or layer!,
the following general behavior is observed:

~a! at relatively small~reduced! distances from the emit

FIG. 6. The absolute value ofEinside vs d/w, for various values of the
distanceD ~51,3,5,10 km, see the inset! of the emitting dipole from a given
conductive layer (w5500 m). Note that, for valuesd/w'102 or larger, all
curves practically coincide. Conductivity ratios/s854000/10. The
‘‘anomaly,’’ i.e., the abrupt decrease and then increase ofEinside at certain
values ofd/w, simply reflects the fact thatEinside changes sign~passing
through zero!, while the absolute value of the~total! electric field remains
finite ~due to the existence of the perpendicular component!.
66 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 1, 1 January 1998
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ting source,Einside is drastically smaller than the field
Ehost, which would be measured if the conductive pa
were not present;

~b! at large~reduced! distances, i.e.,d/R (or d/w)'a few
hundreds to several hundreds,Einside becomes compa
rable~within a small factor of around 3, or so! with the
value ofEhost. This behavior is a result of the fact tha
Einside decreases with distance at a slower rate th
Ehost.

~c! We emphasize that the above result, i.e., at large
tancesEinside'Ehost, should not be misinterpreted a

FIG. 7. The absolute value ofEinside vs d/w, for various values of the width
w ~5100,200,500,1000 m, see the inset! of the layer, but for the sameD
value, i.e.,D55 km. The points with asterisks correspond tod'100 km.
Conductivity ratios/s854000/10.

FIG. 8. The absolute value ofEinside vs d/R, for various values of the
distanceD ~51,3,5,10 km, see the inset! of the emitting dipole from a given
conductive cylinder (R5500 m). Note that, for valuesd/R'23102 or
larger, all curves practically coincide. Conductivity ratios/s854000/10.
Varotsos et al.
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indicating that the presence of the conductive path
no practical influence on the electric field measu
ments. This will be explained below.

~d! The current densityj ~along the direction of the emit
ting dipole!, inside and just outside the conductive
path, is given by j inside5sEinside and j outside

5s8Eoutside, and hencej inside/ j outside5s/s8. At large
distances, as explained above,Eoutside'Ehost and
Einside'Ehost; the last two relations hold at any remo
site d5d2 , if the conductive path has an infinit
length. If we assume that the conductive path term
nates atd5d2 , we then expect a current density
have an absolute value smaller than, but of the orde
u j insideu, at some points (d&d2) outside the highly con-
ductive path, but close to the outcrop~edge effect!.
Therefore, at these points, the electric fielduEoutsideu
should be of the order ofu j insideu/s8 and hence:

uEoutsideu'u j insideu/s8'uEhostu~s/s8!.

The last relation reveals that, at some points of the h
medium close to the termination of the conductive path,
value of the electric field exceedsuEhostu by a factor which is
of the order of the conductivity ratios/s8 ~cf. a quantitative
argument, for a simple geometry, is given in the append!.
As the latter may be as high as;103, this implies the fol-
lowing interesting phenomenon: the electric field value m
decrease by a significant factor, e.g.,;103 ~at d2 due to the
increased separation from the source!, and then it may be
enhanced~at some pointsd&d2 within the host medium! by
a comparable factor, i.e.,;103 because of the large valu
s/s8; for example, considers/s851000/1, and compare
the points d1 /R'10 or d1 /w'10 with d2 /R'500 or
d2 /w'500 in Figs. 1 and 3, respectively. Thus, in such
case, we may measure values of the electric field, at rem

FIG. 9. The absolute value ofEinsidevs d/R, for various values of the radius
R ~5100,200,500,1000 m, see the inset! of the conductive cylinder, but for
the sameD value, i.e.,D55 km. The points with asterisks correspond
d'100 km. Conductivity ratios/s854000/10.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 1, 1 January 1998
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sites, that are comparable to~or smaller by a factor of around
10 than! theE values close to the source. We draw attenti
to the point that, in the latter example, a simplified calcu
tion based on a 1/d3 behavior would have led to a drast
decrease of the field, i.e., by a factor of (500/10)3'105, and
hence it might have resulted in the wrong conclusion thaE
is not detectable at the remote site.

Large conductivity contrasts~e.g., 43102– 103, or so!
are usual in the case of the earth. Hence, similar implicati
should hold for the very low frequency transient electric s
nals, less than 0.1 Hz~i.e., the so called seismic electri
signals, SES! that are measured5 prior to earthquakes~EQ!.
The SES amplitude, at epicentral distances of the orde
100 km, is of the order of 1025 V/m, well above typical
noise levels, which are usually below 1026 V/m. According
to well accepted concepts, EQs occur by slip on faults wh
may have lengths of several tens of kilometers and width
several hundred meters. The resistivities of faults have b
found to be around a fewV m–10V m, thus being 102– 103

times more conductive than the surrounding medium, wh
at a usual depth of 5–30 km, has a resistivity of 103 to
104 V m. Thus, in the case of SES the emitting source~i.e.,
the EQ preparation zone, where stresses are ‘‘accumulati
before rupture! shouldlie at a small distanceD from a neigh-
boring conductive path. We shall show below that, if t
electric field measurements are carried out at a remote
i.e., d@D, the conclusions~as far as the SES detectability
concerned! do not depend on the exact values that were
lected either for the distanceD or for the width of the path.

We first inspect the values involved in such a calcu
tion, which is carried out in a way described in Sec. V: let
assume that the distanceD may have any value in the rang
1–10 km, and the widthw in the range 100–1000 m~cf. in
the literature, a fault is usually assumed to have a width
around 500 m!. For simplicity, the emitting source is as
sumed as a point dipole parallel to the axis of the cylinder
to the layer, respectively. The dipole moment, as mentio
in Sec. II, was estimated by Slifkin9 to be 831024 C m,
after considering a slab with a length ofL'1 km and a
cross-sectional area of 1000 m3100 m50.1 km2. Consider-
ing a typical seismic source of~magnitude! M'5, it has
a length of around 5 km and a cross-sectional area
around 1 km2; comparable values may be assumed
the emitting electric source, although the stressed volu
may have larger dimensions than those of the seis
source. Therefore, even if we assume a modest value for
density of dislocations, i.e., 43107/m2—see Sec. II—~and
disregarding—for the purpose of our calculation—factors
around 2 or so! we may estimate that the relevant emittin
source should have a dipole moment larger than that e
mated by Slifkin9 by a factor of the order of 102; this value
will be used below, although we could have accepted eve
larger density of dislocations.

Figures 6 and 7 depict, for a conductivity ratios/s8
54000/10, the electric fieldEinside vs d/w for various values
of the parametersD and w, respectively. Similarly, Figs. 8
and 9 depict, for a conductive cylinder,Einside vs d/R for
various values ofD and R, respectively. An inspection o
these figures indicates the following: although the curves
67Varotsos et al.
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Fig. 6 have been plotted for differentD values~cf. but for a
given layer, i.e.,w5500 m!, their electric field values al
coincide at large distances; the same holds for the curve
Fig. 8, which correspond to variousD values from a given
cylinder, i.e.,R5500 m. This behavior is consistent with th
conclusions of Sec. III and IV, according to whichEinside

should approachEhost at large values ofd/w or d/R, respec-
tively. For example, in the case of a conductive layer,
d/w'200 ~which corresponds tod'100 km!, Fig. 6 shows
that Einside'0.5 mV/km; this value is not seriously affecte
if we change the widthw from 100 to 1000 m~compare the
points with the asterisks in Fig. 7!. A similar example can be
considered for a conductive cylinder: Fig. 8 shows, atd/R
'200 ~which corresponds tod'100 km for R'500 m!,
Einside'2 mV/km; thisEinside value is not seriously affected
as shown by the asterisks in Fig. 9 if we changeR in the
range 100–1000 m. The results of these two examples
consistent with the contents of Secs. III and IV, if we insp
Figs. 2 and 4 ford/R'200 andd/w'200, respectively: For
s/s854000/10, they show Einside/Ehost'1.7 and
Einside/Ehost'0.4, respectively~cf. the value ofEinside in the
conductive cylinder exceeds that inside the conductive la
by a factor of around 4, as indicated in Fig. 5!. Disregarding
such small factors, the main point is that for large distan
of practical interest, e.g.,d/R'200 or d/w'200, Einside is
comparable withEhost. As the above calculation was carrie
out for a layer of infinite extent, or for a conductive cylind
of infinite length, respectively, we expect that the estima
electric field value of the order of 1 mV/km should be e
chanced, as mentioned above, by a factor almost equal to
conductivity ratio when measuring it in the host medium b
in the vicinity of the outcrop~‘‘ edge effects’’ !. Therefore, the
electric field becomes of the order of 102 mV/km, even with
the modest values selected above. In summary, the ord
magnitude of the electric field, in the vicinity of the outcro
of the conductive path, is not affected by any specific se
tion of the values ofw ~or R! andD, as long asd@w ~or R!,
D. ~cf. a numerical solution of Maxwell equations15 indi-
cates that the value ofw or R, respectively, regulates th
extent of the region in which the electric field is measura
on the earth’s surface!. We clarify that the measured value,
large distances, is controlled by the followingthree param-
eters, whose~lowest! boundaries are safely selected:

~a! the host resistivity, which is of the order of 103 V m,
~b! the conductivity ratios/s8, and
~c! the moment of the emitting electric dipole, which is

primarily based on the density of charged defects.

Any increase of the values of these three quantities resul
an increaseof the electric field value estimated above. Rec
that this value, of the order 102 mV/km, refers to sites close
to the termination of the conductive path; therefore, assu
ing that this termination lies at small distances from the
servation point on the earth’s surface, it is estimated that
measured electric field value will be around 10 mV/k
which is well above typical noise levels.

The above discussion showed that, if the conductive p
terminates close to the earth’s surface, atd'100 km, the
electric field can reach measurable values at such rem
68 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 1, 1 January 1998
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sites, but maybe not at shorter. This behavior agrees w
experimental results, i.e., the SES feature, calledselectivity
effect.5

The following remark should be added: Slifkin9 also dis-
cussed the question related to the rather long duration of
recorded SES, as compared to the quite shortRC time con-
stant for relaxation of electric fields in typical wet minera
He suggested that it is possible that the recorded SES co
of unresolved superpositions of many rapid pulses, gener
by the propagation of mechanical relaxations in a seque
of neighboring blocks. This possibility will be investigated
a separate publication, along with a study of the freque
dependence of the amplitude of the signals, when they
transmitted in a medium containing high conductivity path

VII. CONCLUSIONS

~1! Upon gradual variation of pressure, a solid containin
electric dipoles due to defects emits a transient~polariza-
tion or depolarization! electric signal, which reaches it
maximum~absolute! value when the relation
dt

dtU
j5jM

521

is fulfilled. This relation leads tobym,bt'2kT, without
having to assume that the pressure rate remains cons

~2! The variation of the electric fieldEinside versus the dis-
tance d from an emitting dipole source was studie
when the signal is transmitted through a high conduc
ity path embedded in a less conductive medium. As
amples of such a path, we considered two ideal case
cylindrical channel of infinite length, and a conductiv
layer of infinite extent. For large conductivity ratio
s/s8 and for distances of practical interest, the ma
conclusions are:

~a! The electric fieldEinside, inside a cylindrical chan-
nel, varies as 1/d, compared to an 1/d3 behavior in
an isotropic and homogeneous medium; this ho
almost up to a certain~reduced! distance (d/R) infl ,
which increases with the conductivity ratios/s8.

~b! The electric field, inside the layer, varies as 1/d2;
this holds up to a certain~reduced! distance (d/w),
which is around (1/e)(s/s8).

~c! In both conductive paths~cylinder, layer!, and at
distances appreciably larger than those mentio
above in ~a! and ~b!, the electric fieldEinside be-
comes comparable toEhost, i.e., to the value that
would be measured for a full volume of conducti
ity s8. This implies a high value of the curren
density inside the path, becausej inside/ j host

's/s8.
~3! When the conductive path terminates within the host m

dium, ‘‘edge effects’’ play a prominent role in the elec
tric field values measured~at the host medium but! close
to the outcrop.

~4! If the aforementioned concepts in~2! and ~3! are disre-
garded, the calculations at large distances lead toE val-
ues that underestimate their actual values by many
ders of magnitude.
Varotsos et al.
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FIG. 10. Calculation of the enhancement of the electric field in the case of a paraboloidal edge for two conductivity ratios, i.e.,s/s854000/10, 1000/1~a!
schematic diagram of the surface,m5m1 , separating the regions with conductivitiess ands8 for m150.1Akm; ~b! the ratiouEoutsideu/uEhostu along thez axis
vs the distance from the vertex;~c!, ~d! the contours of the ratiouEoutsideu/uEhostu for s/s854000/10 and 1000/1, respectively~the broken line depicts the
surfacem5m1!.
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~5! As an application, we considered the case of the tra
mission of very low frequency electric signals in the d
of 10 mV/km, at distances of the order ofd'100 km,
but close to the outcrop of the conductive path. T
conclusion does not depend on the exact values we
select, either for the distance of the emitting dipole fro
the neighboring highly conductive path, or for the wid
of this path. The electric field values estimated in th
article coincide with those independently obtained
numerical solutions of Maxwell equations.15 The present
results are in basic agreement with the suggestion
Lazarus,10 who stated that these signals ‘‘would be cha
neled into strata...and would propagate through th
paths...quite analogous to...electrical signals thro
wires.’’
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APPENDIX A: ELECTRIC FIELD CALCULATION IN
THE CASE OF A PARABOLOIDAL ‘‘EDGE’’

Consider a paraboloidal region of conductivitys embed-
ded in a host medium of conductivitys8. We assume tha
s@s8 and make use of the paraboloidal coordinates16

x5lm cos~w!,y5lm sin~w!,z51/2~l22m2!,

wherewP@0,2p#, m,lP@0,̀ #. The surfaces of equall and
m are parabolic surfaces of revolution, and the equalw sur-
faces are planes that intersect each other along thez axis.
The Laplacian in the paraboloidal coordinates is given by

¹2c51/@lm~l21m2!#@m]/]l~l]c/]l!
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1l]/]m~m]c/]m!1~l21m2!/~lm!]2c/]w2#.

~A1!

We suppose that the conductivity in the regionm,m1

bounded by the paraboloidm5m1 is s, and for the space
outsidem>m1 is s8. We study the case of a point curre
sourceI located at thez axis (0,0,z0) with paraboloidal co-
ordinates (m050,l05A2z0,w050). In view of the azi-
muthal symmetry, the solution of the Laplace@Eq. ~A1!# can
be separated asA(k)J0(kl)I 0(km) for m,m1 , and
B(k)J0(kl)K0(km) for m>m1 . The singular primary po-
tential~inside the paraboloidal insert! due to the point curren
source is given by16

wp5I /~2ps!E
0

`

J0~kl!J0~kl0!K0~km!kdk. ~A2!

Adding to this primary potential, the two separated forms
the solution of the Laplace equation, we obtain

w IN5I /~2ps!E
0

`

J0~kl!J0~kl0!K0~km!kdk

1E
0

`

A~k!J0~kl!J0~kl0!I 0~km!kdk, ~A3!

wOUT5E
0

`

B~k!J0~kl!J0~kl0!K0~km!kdk, ~A4!

where

A~k!5I /~2p!~12s8/s!K0~km1!K1~km1!/

@s8K1~km1!I 0~km1!1sK0~km1!I 1~km1!#,

~A5!

and

B~k!5I /$~2pkm1!@s8K1~km1!I 0~km1!

1sK0~km1!I 1~km1!#%, ~A6!

which have been found by applying the appropriate bou
ary conditions:

ElIN5ElOUT and sEmIN5s8EmOUT ~A7!

at the surfacem5m1 .
Equations~A3! and ~A4! allow the calculation of the

potential at any point; by combining a sourceI at a pointz0
70 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 83, No. 1, 1 January 1998
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and a sink2I at z02 l , we obtain the potential due to
current electric dipole source. As an example, such a ca
lation has been made for two conductivity ratios, i.e.,s/s8
54000/10, 1000/1, and for the casem150.1Akm, by con-
sidering a dipole source~lying inside the conductive me
dium! at a distance ofz05100 km from the vertex of the
paraboloid. The main results are depicted in Fig. 10, wh
shows that~for both conductivity ratios! near the vertex
uEoutsideu/uEhostu's/s8, as mentioned in the main text. Fu
thermore, note that the contours depicted in Fig. 10~c! and
10~d! indicate that there is a considerable area, ‘‘surround
the edge,’’ in whichuEoutsideu exceedsuEhostu by a significant
factor, e.g., 10 or larger.
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